
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN ACTORS AND THEIR CHARACTERS IN THE

MOVIE AMISTAD

Teaching american history and the movie amistad major cast: djimon hounsou ( cinque) overwhelm their spanish
captors on the ship amistad and try in vain to.

One day, 50 captives were thrown overboard. Connecticut district attorney Holabird was replaced by Attorney
General Henry Gilpin, whose arguments for the government and Spain are completely omitted from the film.
The first part of this review covers the film's content and offers some evaluation of its utility for the classroom
and its portrayal of legal events in the Amistad case. However, through Cinque's testimony, Baldwin, the
judge, and others come to sense the horrors that the slaves have encountered, and, despite his political
ambitions, Coughlin the judge rules that the Amistad survivors should be given their freedom and returned to
Africa, while the slavers should be jailed for murder. The mutineers spare the lives of two Spanish navigators
to help them sail the ship back to Africa. Certainly Cinque realized that telling partial truths and falsehoods
might help him return to Africa, yet the film never suggests that he is anything other that honorable and
heroic. Initial efforts to speak with Cinque and the other Amistad survivors fail, as a blundering linguist
cannot help the lawyers understand what the Africans are saying. Readers on this discussion list have seen
Howard Jones' comments supporting the Spielberg film because it tells essential truths there was a revolt; the
slaves were led by Cinque; the case was appealed through various U. Calhoun is a racist who strongly
influences Van Buren. Co-executive producer, Robert Cooper. A lawyer named Roger Sherman Baldwin ,
hired by the abolitionist Lewis Tappan and his black associate Theodore Joadson, decides to defend the
Africans. A scene where Cinque sees African violets in John Quincy Adams' greenhouse and is seized with
homesickness. Find out about the legal situation of slaves in the U. The abolitionists sense that in this new trial
the deck has been stacked against them, and they appeal to ex-President John Quincy Adams, who turns them
down. In the U. Review of , Amistad. Since it was the policy of slavery to destroy African families, these
scenes are especially poignant. Therefore, the Africans were free citizens of another country and not slaves at
all. An analysis of the main actors and their characters in the movie amistad Posted on March 30, by by
Vassily An analysis of the topic of the food division in grass soup without the Laurel ulrichs analysis of
martha ballards diary swirling steam, his flattering gauffers. United States Attorney William S. The Lomboko
slave fortress is liberated by the Royal Marines under the command of Captain Fitzgerald. For any other
proposed use, contact the Reviews editorial staff at hbooks mail. As the case of the slaves is of great
importance for the future of the country and could lead to civil war, it is decided that the judge who is hearing
the case should be replaced. Their case is taken to every level of the American judiciary and finally to the U.
Certainly this is the most outrageous aspect of the case's history omitted from the film, for the President,
Secretary of State, and district attorney agreed in early to a strategy that would subvert the entire course of
justice and violate the separation of powers, simply to be rid of a political bomb shell before the election; their
actions were paralleled by an escape plan prepared by the abolitionists, who were willing to violate the law in
order to free the Amistad victims and send them to safety on the underground railroad p. The court consists of
nine justices one Chief Justice, eight Associate Justices , who may decide cases by majority. Although Ms.
Two Naval officers, Thomas R. A moralist at heart, he throws himself wholeheartedly into defending the
Africans in a fervent speech that summons the Declaration of Independence and other basic tenets of the
American Dream. She is a prolific text book author with the well-known educational publishing house Klett.
Have some backbone, even if it means Civil War, Adams implies, and prove that our courts are truly
independent from outside influence. Cinque tells him that at this last trial, he will call for his ancestors to be
present and help him. However, as an introduction the function of flashbacks in literature and film can be
discussed. That he is the only true hero in this room. He explains in metaphorical language why this case is so
exceptional.


